Snap-PET Caps fit on existing PET preforms!

Existing PET preforms are available in a wide range of gram weights to achieve any desired bottle capacity – 6 oz. to 40 oz.

Enhance your brand with any of the current line of six stock Snap-PET Caps:

- Campana
- Clessidra
- Duna
- Laguna
- Oceano
- Luna

It’s a FIRST! The Snap-PET Closure System allows you to create a custom package without the custom cost!

Carow Packaging is the first and exclusive North American company to offer the stock range of Snap-PET Caps that are compatible with existing PET preforms.

The cap and bottle fit of the Snap-PET Closure System utilizes well-known standards that eliminate the need for bottle neck design, custom tooling and developmental trial and error. Design your bottle shape. Choose from one of six stock caps. You’re done!

A proven system in Europe since 2006, the current production tooling has produced millions of closures for hair care, body wash, and other beauty products.

At critical fit and snap points, both cap and PET bottle are produced from injection molding. This process and the snap-on system virtually eliminate leakage, torque and back-off issues commonly found during filling and shipping.
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Snap-PET Closure System

Campana
Mold in single color or two color custom combinations

Clessidra

Duna

Laguna

Oceano

Luna
Requires a sloped shoulder profile

One bottle, many caps!
In addition to utilizing standard neck finishes as a platform, the stock range of the Snap-PET Closure System is designed around a common shoulder profile. Swap different caps on one bottle for different products, brands, seasons or promotions.

Extend your investment.
Use bottles with a 28-410 neck for threaded closures, lotion pumps, and sprayers when not utilizing the Snap-PET Closure System.

Works on HDPE bottles, too!
The stylish looks of the Snap-PET Caps can also make bottles produced in HDPE stand out on the shelves. When using the common shoulder profile of the Snap-PET Closure System, interchangeability is guaranteed.